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Introduction

Partnership between librarian and faculty member 
to improve instruction and student learning

Bio 302 – Cancer & Heart Disease
Fall 2008

Integrated medical literature and information literacy 
into course
Utilized embedded librarian approach 

Research – Workshop Model for Course Specific 
Library Instruction

Surveyed students about usefulness of our IL 
approaches
Interviewed faculty member about research papers



Faculty/Librarian Collaboration

Faculty Member
Professor, School of Life Sciences, ASU

Health Physics

Librarian
Life Sciences Librarian, ASU

Previous work together
Bio 188: General Biology

College of Liberal Arts & Sciences Learning Communities

Bio 302: Cancer & Heart Disease 
Spring 2007

Bio 302: Cancer & Heart Disease

In-depth critical review of cancer and heart disease, including 
pathogenesis, risk factors, treatment and prevention. 
3 credit-hour, 16 week course

Fall 2008
~105 Students
Fridays, 4:40-7:40pm

Literacy and Inquiry General Studies Course
Significant writing component

Assignments
Lecture Exams (3)
Case Studies (5)
Research Paper
Final Exam

High percentage of pre-med students enrolled in course



Embedded Librarian Approach

Served as Research Librarian
Part of instructional team that included Instructor and Teaching
Assistant
Instructional consultant for case study and research paper 
assignments

Attended weekly lectures
Presentation/updates at beginning of class

Assisted with grading of case studies
Held formal weekly office hours
Developed Bio 302 Library Research Guide using 
LibGuides
Taught Research Paper Workshops

Six workshops offered at different times

Instructional Design and Information 
Literacy Objectives

Goal: Students are equipped and better prepared for 
future studies and lifelong learning

Utilized Case Studies and Research Paper
Critical thinking
Synthesize information
Use appropriate information resources
Cite sources accurately and consistently

ACRL Information Literacy Competency Standards*
Determine what information is needed
Access information needed
Evaluate information
Incorporate information into knowledge base
Use information effectively for specific purpose
Understand proper use of information 

*Available from www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/acrl/standards/standards.pdf



Integration of Medical Literature

Students were told to “operate like practioners” and were 
required to use professional literature sources in their case 
studies and research papers.

Medical texts and handbooks (Lippincott’s, STAT!Ref, MD Consult, 
PubMed Books, Cochrane Library)
Scholarly, peer-reviewed articles from MEDLINE, PubMed and other 
biomedical databases.  
Reports from professional organizations and non-profits (e.g., 
American Medical Association, American Cancer Society) 
No WebMD or Wikipedia

Students were required to cite sources in accordance with the 
National Library of Medicine Style Guide
Research Guide was created to help students learn to use 
appropriate sources

Bio 302 Library Research Guide



Workshop Model for Library Instruction

Alternative to in-class instruction
Students attend on own time, outside of normal class period
Cover material to help with research for class assignments
Particularly useful for courses with written research assignments

Incentives help drive attendance
Initial workshops for Bio 302 in Spring 2007 had very low 
attendance
In Fall 2008, attendance was required and points were 
deducted from Research Paper if student did not attend

Scheduling
Asked students to complete survey about their available times

Used SurveyMonkey
Scheduled workshops at most popular times
Saturday and Sunday were not as popular as expected



Research – Student Survey 

Students were surveyed about the usefulness of the 
Library Research Guide and the Research Paper 
Workshops.*
Paper survey administered on last day of class 
during course evaluation. 
A total of 51 students completed the survey (~50% 
return rate).
All respondents attended one of the Research 
Paper Workshops

*Exemption Granted - ASU IRB Protocol # 0803002805 

Rate the usefulness of the Research Paper 
Workshops



Did the Workshop meet your expectations?

Did the Workshops help you write a better 
paper?



Rate the usefulness of the Library 
Research Guide

Workshop and Research Guide Usefulness

Workshops Research Guide



Were the Workshops scheduled at 
convenient times?

Previous Library Instruction



Selected Comments

“I had no idea about research librarians before – I will 
look forward to writing up my senior capstone project.”
“Useless”
“Do the workshop at the beginning before the case 
studies.”
“Katherine, you worked harder for our class than most TAs 
I’ve had. Thanks for sharing your expertise. LibGuide was 
awesome!”
“NLM style = ”
Librarians, no matter what their interest in the course, 
should not have a hand in our grades! She is a good 
resource to go to if we need help though.”
“Katherine was a big help to me in this course.”

Research – Faculty Interview

Why did you have your students participate in the 
Research Paper Workshops?

“Students don’t have good skills in terms of library 
research methodology and writing research papers.”

How do the papers from this year compare with the 
papers from previous years…

In terms of the resources that were used?
“Students had more direct interaction with the librarian.”
“Students used more technical sources this year instead of web 
sites and popular sources.”



Faculty Interview (cont’d)

In terms of the formatting of the references?
“Formatting was more consistent. Much more attention paid 
by students to get that right.” “Forced students to pay 
attention to detail and thus more attention to paper in 
general.”

Overall?
Papers were “higher quality overall. Ninety percent (90%) 
got A’s and B’s.”

Additional Comments
“By and large, students who did express an opinion 
said it was useful.”

Pros and Cons of Embedded Librarianship

Pros
High level of engagement and influence

Faculty 
Students

Higher quality work
Students use better resources
Cite properly and consistently

Greater insight into teaching and learning processes
Cons

Extensive time commitment
Class
Office Hours/Appointments
Grading

Difficult to directly measure outcomes
Long-term benefits



Conclusions

Embedded Librarianship has high costs, but reaps 
high rewards

Be strategic in your approach
Data show students find Research Guides more 
useful than in-person instruction

Less is more
Capitalize on point of need

Investment in the future
Lifelong learning
Healthcare Career
Medical School

Planting Seeds
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Questions or Comments?


